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FOR JAMES WRIGHT

Just down the road from this bar 
along the tracks of the railway cars 
is the place the poet James Wright 
called, appropriately, bareass beach. 
There you'd watch the river flow 
until, drunk or young or both, 
you'd strip and leap in eager flight 
from this failed valley's baleful reach, 
and maybe dream of swimming 
all the way down to the Mardi Gras, 
away from a place that once saw 
much better days. Or maybe dream 
of nothing more than easy death, 
giving yourself quietly over to 
the Ohio's cold, relentless breath. 
Believe me, it has been done.
Even Martins Ferry's favorite son 
couldn't really flee his roots.
Wright wrote of us living back here
in New York, abroad in Rome,
in sorrow, joy, in love or fear,
like Hemingway in Paris writing
"Up in Michigan." Reap the fruits,
though bittersweet. No one escapes home.
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ON BEING ASKED TO SIGN AN ORGAN DONOR CARD
My eyes you may have, despite 
myopia's handicap, 
nearsightedly marvelling at 
the strangeness of beauty's light.
My brain you may dissect 
to learn the unknown secrets 
that buzz along the windowpanes 
like colorful summer insects.
My organs of blood and bile 
you may take, the ones 
that labored hard to expel 
all from me that's vile,
but let my heart remain,
buried, it will do you
no good, as it didn't me,
for I've felt and caused much pain.

—  Alan T. Jeffries 
Shadyside OH

THE NAMES
Our father named us. My mother agreed to it as long 
as the names were short and different from other names, 
so our father named us. My brother's came from a 
football player. He was the quarterback and the high 
school star when my father was just a boy. He was the 
one that ran for touchdowns or passed for them. My 
father admired his vitality and youth. My name came 
from an older man. He ran a billiards hall. He used 
to let my father stay there. The babysitter would drop 
my father off because she had to go home. Then my 
father would wait, looking at the games of billiards, 
until his mother finished with work and came to get him. 
The old man did not say much. He wore overalls and 
smoked a pipe. Although he was old, my father was not 
afraid of him. Without doing much, the old man was 
dignified and kind. He was resilient, like a father 
would be.
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THE CATS
Last night I walked past my neighbor's cats. They 
were sitting on the porch steps, hunched up like 
gargoyles. I was on the sidewalk and I stopped to 
look at them. One was black and one was white. I 
stood for a moment and we regarded each other from 
across the lawn. Then I craned my neck to get a 
better look. What is happening here, I asked the 
cats. A little bit of everything, they said.

—  Laton Carter 
Eugene OR

19th HOLE CONDOM POEM
Failed poet completes "19th Hole Condom Poem," about a 
light green condom with a little flag on top. For it 
to work, its wearer must yell "Fore" when he climaxes.
The poem is published and receives attention from an 
influential group of editors interested in poetry, golf, 
and kinky sex. It's chosen as one of the best poems of 
the year. One critic feels it's an "attack on the 
sensibility of the idle rich;" another views it as a 
metaphor for the "failure of the American imagination, 
the symbol of the 19th Hole equal in resonance to 
Melville's White Whale."
The poet's luck changes; all his work is published. No 
longer do poems come back wrinkled or with coffee stains. 
No longer do editors write, "This isn't poetry, it's 
truth," or "We're not into nature, we publish only 
working-class poems."
He's even offered a full professorship at a major 
university. He hardly teaches, and is surrounded by 
women in black linen dresses who write poems to their 
dead fathers. He makes friends with other writers, 
reads his poetry at their colleges for $1000 a shot.
He's frequently interviewed, asked what sock he puts on 
first in the morning.
He enjoys all this tremendously, until suddenly he's 
unable to write. He gets fat, develops prostate 
problems, and talks too much. But he has tenure, a 
year's membership in the golf club, and new students 
will be arriving in the fall in search of the author 
of the now-famous "19th Hole Condom Poem."
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FIVE SURE WAYS TOWARD SELF-ACTUALIZATION
1) Disclose your mantra to complete strangers at the 
grocery store.
2) In a jammed movie theatre during the bathtub scene in 
Last Tango in Paris, throw a popcorn box at the screen, 
stand on your seat, and with great indignation chant, 
"Cathexis, Cathexis, Cathexis."
3) Approach a traffic cop during the busiest time of the 
day and demand, "What is haiku poetry, anyway?"
4) Buy a dozen ribbed condoms with funny faces on them. 
Hang outside Mr. Donut and wave them at passers-by.
Smile a lot.
5) Write essays on unanswerable questions: What are the 
exact dimensions of negative space? if you waited long 
enough for the ineffable, would it appear? How would 
Yeats' poetry have been affected if he'd spent one hour in 
an orgone box with Madame Blavatsky? Make copies of 
these essays. Send them to your enemies on their birth
days, wedding anniversaries, Valentine's Day ...

THE SCHOLAR
There's an imaginary line between his living room and 
study through which his wife and children may not pass.

He speaks six languages, mostly to himself.
He'll say hello to the plumber or mailman, but refuses 
to shake their hands.
His book, The Use and Abuse of the Semicolon in Paradise 
Lost: A Phenomenological Approach^ has just arrived at 
the bookstores; he's preparing a by-invitation-only 
seminar on the subject.
He's a strict vegetarian and owns a St. Bernard named 
Thyme.
He delivers a paper on hermeneutics, which receives a 
standing ovation from his wife and two little girls.

* *  *

Lately, he's confused, unable to make decisions. He 
feels like beheading his family, but instead takes long 
naps. After days of close reading, he senses a thematic
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connection between the beards in Shakespeare's plays, 
but what that connection is, he can't say.

* * *

Every year an original idea is harder to come by. More 
fresh air and exercise might clear his head —  golf, 
perhaps. But the image of that dimpled, white ball 
hurtling through space makes him think of the earth 
suspended in the universe, which reminds him of the 
stars, angels, ether, the music of the spheres. Which 
gives him headaches and makes him a very poor golfer.
So he remains in his study, reading The Great Masters, 
sharpening pencils, stamping the inside covers of first 
editions with his personalized embosser.
Sometimes he stares at a world map spanning the length 
of wall opposite him. Or he admires a tall, antique 
grandfather clock, listening to it tick, tick, ticking, 
wondering, just wondering, if it might miss a beat.

—  Peter Johnson 
Providence RI

JUDGMENT CALL

"This is a fine group of three-year-old York boars..." 
The judge winces as his mike squeals. "These 
are strong aggressive animals —  frothing at the mouth 
wanting to fight. That's what you look for in a boar."
He roots around in his notes. "All right, for the Grand 
Champion, I'm going to go with number 25.
That's just an excellent example of a York boar.
Even though the number 40 has more size,
I like the structure of the 25. For my money, 
structure is everything. I especially like the breadth 
and muscle of this boar. I like the well-developed 
pastern, and the leanness, combined with the good size 
and absence of pin-nipples. There's a nice sway to 
this boar's underside. Just a fine all-'round champion."
Again the mike sqeals. The judge grunts something 
to his assistant, who scrambles away. "Our reserve 
champion, number 40, is also a fine boar,” 
the judge continues. "But the structure isn't quite 
as good as on our first-place animal. I'd like to open 
up the chest of this boar, and drop the whole thing 
down a fuzz or two. The forelegs are solid, but
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there's a little bit of pigeon-toe. I'd like to open 
that out. Also, the left hock's swollen, but I think 
that's due to injury, and should clear right up.
I like the testicular development very much."
The young owners line up to collect ribbons and/or 
contain tears. The first-place owner has shiny 
blonde hair in a thick braid, and bright blue eyes, 
but they have a sullen cast, and her hips are wide, 
even at 17. The second-place owner has acne, 
and a big nose, and plods like an old farmer 
through muddy fields. The judge stomps around 
the pen, smoothing sawdust with a push-broom.
Fifty pounds of belly bobs and sways over
his silver-dollar belt. He drops his weight down
on his heels as he walks, boot-toes curled up
like an elf's. His hair is black but thinning
and the fat around his eyes makes him squint
as he lowers his head to scrutinize the vulvular
placement of the next group of two-year-old York swine.

BORN TO WHINE
Misfortune smiles on you.
Your limousine never arrives on time.
Your ship comes in spice-laden, 
and you ordered tea.

Your parents' failures maimed you; 
their success did too.
You've always been too short, too tall, too slow,
too fast, too stupid, too bright for this benighted world.
Your victories are always tainted; 
your losses, never fair.
The geiger counter of your brain endlessly ticks 
off the world's inequities.
Valdictorian of sorrow,
disaster's pop quiz won't catch you unprepared.
Knight of despair, you clank through life in full armor, 
sweaty and chafed, into a cloud of mustard gas.
Your friends flee, frightened by your groans, 
which gives you better cause to groan.
Fortunate unfortunate,
bad weather will never disappoint you.

You never lose sleep perfecting an acceptance speech, 
or strain credulity making the best of things.
The desert wind will always parch you; 
the rain will wreck your hair.
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You will inveigh against the worthlessness of "things," 
buy every egg-peeler, every pewter frog.
Time will prove most of your dire predictions true.
About the rest, you'll sigh and say "Just wait and see."
You will impress with your perspicacity.
You may be taken for a seer.
You will be blessed with endless invention.
You will never be at a loss for words.

—  Charles Webb 
Los Angeles CA

SOMETIMES MARRIED GUYS GET PHONE CALLS LIKE THIS 
AT NIGHT FROM THEIR UNMARRIED FRIENDS
Got a call from Larry out in Victorville. Says the high 
desert doesn't agree with his sinuses, says he'll be 
rollin' back into town soon. Just might have (if you 
can believe it) worn out his welcome at his brother 
Skip's house due to an incident at the nudist colony, 
something to do with a young girl (I'm not givin' you 
details; it was a misunderstanding) that caused Skip 
to be put on probation with those good folks and caused 
Larry to be banned from the place for life.
Anyway, Larry says he'll be rollin' in in a day or two, 
wonders if he might drop by for supper. I told him 
sure, sounds great. When I hung up, Monica rolled 
over and said, "That asshole's not spending one night 
under this roof, and if you won't tell him I will."

LARRY'S BACK IN TOWN
The wife had said, "Just dinner, then he's back out on 
the street again." But Larry's out in the kitchen 
talkin shit to her, making her laugh as she stirs the 
gravy, spoons rice into a serving bowl.
"Hey, lovebirds," I call out to them. "Outa there with 
the food, goddam it. I'm a hungry man." They have had, 
those two, carnal knowledge of each other, a bump-and-go 
affair 18 or 19 years ago, before she and I got hitched, 
when we all ran together as a crowd.
The wife squeals and lunges out of the kitchen with the 
pork chops, goosed or pinched on the butt is my guess.
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Larry slinks out behind her with a bowl of steaming 
broccoli. He is grinning like a pervert and there is a 
rash-like blush on his neck. "Your wife says she's 
movin' you an' her onto the sofa so I can have the 
master bedroom, but I say nonsense; just move the kid 
in with you guys so I can have her room."
My wife and I say, in unison, "Fuck you, Larry," and my 
wife continues the sentiment by tacking on the book end, 
"Just fuck you."

I GOT THE BLUES
A soap opera on T.V.; my wife and her mother agree that 
the girl with the crisp blonde hair is ugly. The man in 
the eye patch doesn't think so. He cups her chin in his 
gnarled hand and kisses her lightly.
"Ugly."
"Ugly."
The tea kettle whistles. My wife silences it and pours 
two cups. She delivers one to Mom.
I step out into the patio; my neighbor has blown another 
hole through the redwood fence with his big, loud .45.
The slug entered his side and left a small, clean hole.
On my side, the wood is shattered and torn. My dog lies 
dead on the lawn. I step back into the house. The man 
with the eye patch has the blonde lady pushed down on the 
couch. Her dress is bunched around her waist, but the 
panty hose are still in place. The man is working, one 
handed, on his belt. I walk to the kitchen and pull a 
plastic trash bag from the drawer. I carry it back outside, 
lift my dog by its hind leg and drop her in. Then I drop 
the bag into the trash can.

LA BREA BLUES
I stopped by the Loma Alta Cafe 
for coffee and toast. Betty, 
the one-breasted waitress, poured 
me a cup of java that gave new 
meaning to the word "black."

It looked like used motor oil. 
Ever try the trick; you lay a 
paper clip flat on the surface 
tension of a glass of water and
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it floats? I tried it on the 
coffee with my car keys, and 
it worked; they lay right on 
top, quivering, no penetration 
at all.
"Can I freshen your cup, Youngblood?" 
It was Betty, standing poised with 
her pot of tar.
"No, no," I said, placing my hand
over the top so she wouldn't see my
keys. But she poured anyway: it
dropped out like cold
pancake syrup —  slowly
enough for me to move my
hand out of its path —
and hit my keys and
sank them.

Dan Lenihan 
Oceanside CA

TECHNICAL LOVE #47: 
INSPECTION
The new inspector 
in her jeans 
slides up next 
to the machinist 
to check his parts, 
takes her calipers 
and says this hole's 
too tight, 
says let me see 
your tool.
He pulls it out 
gleaming red, 
hefty.

A real man's tool 
he says.
She cinches 
her micrometer 
around it 
gently slides 
it up and down; 
frowns,
a shade too small 
she says,
see me at the tool crib 
I'll beef it up 
for you.

—  Dan Powers 
Gallatin TN
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FROM ROCK TO ROCK
it's only the third week in february and already 
the pussy willows at the side of the house are 
starting to turn a bright blossoming silver, 

but it is cold in the house, as it has been 
cold for most of the winter. only when someone 
is visiting is it warm, since that is the only time 

i'll turn up the heat and at night i'll build 
a fire. the fireplace has iron walls on the 
inside of it (i think they're iron) and it throws off 

quite a bit of heat, making the living room 
a very comfortable place to be on a winter's 

night. it is rare that someone visits though, 
considering how seldom i extend an invite, 
it seems this winter i have been swallowed 

by solitude. at times it is an utterly 
joyous state to be in, and at others it 
is reduced simply to grief and i come to 

the conclusion that i live a terrible 
and empty life. when i hit the one 

extreme of joy i might go whistling from 
plant to plant watering; at the other end of 

the spectrum, in a grief-stricken state, 
i don't care if the plants live or die, 

and i sit at the kitchen table drinking cup 
after cup of strong green tea, scribbling 
in black on loose pieces of paper, 

there are no children, and so much 
time can pass between women, 

these days i find myself searching 
for that one woman whom i can

grow old -¿lth. this afternoon, 
when the solitude took a rather grim 
turn, i started walking across the field 

at the back of the house, but it 
proved to be too muddy and 
i had to abandon the idea of 

going to the edge of the woods, 
what i had in mind doing 
once i got there i'm not sure, 

perhaps i would've done a minor 
repair on the stone wall 

and then returned to the house 
for more tea. or maybe 

i would've walked up 
the stream a ways, going from 

rock to rock, trying to
stay as much in the center 

as possible. this, 
without fail, has always proven 

to be a healthy 
exercise.
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I HAVE STOPPED TALKING ABOUT THE ANTS
i have stopped talking about the ants, 
for a while there, ants were all i'd bring up 
in conversation, and i think it was getting on 

people's nerves. i thought i had good 
reason for talking about them though. it 

seemed like they were everywhere, in every
thing. i even had a dream in which i was driving 
a black car that was shaped like an ant. it was 
very racy and efficient, i remember, and i was very 
pleased with its overall performance. but i don't 
talk about them anymore, nor do i encounter them in 
dreams these nights. i have moved on to talking 
about my older sister's drinking habits. this 
has proven to be even less acceptable, i found, 
than talking about the ants. but, should i 
really worry about how my concerns are received? 
and yes, i honestly worry about my older sister, 
i used to worry about my younger sister, because 
she is so ridiculously oversexed, but with her, 
age is starting to work its discouraging magic, 
and i don't worry about her too much anymore, 
neither sister knows i have been consumed with 
worry about them, since they live in different 
parts of the country, and we speak together only 
infrequently. and they do not know that recently 
i had gone through this period of tormenting others 
with my talk about ants. you might say that they 
had been spared, thanks to the fact that i don't 
like to get overly involved when on the phone, 
i do remind my older sister, every so often, to 
check the color of her tongue, that if it starts 
to take on a fuzzy yellow color, then she just 
might be seriously playing around with causing 
herself some bodily harm. of course, advice 
from me is forever taken lightly, by no matter 
whom it is i have chosen to make a little wiser, 
i'm afraid i am looked upon more as a target 
for advice, rather than a proper dispenser of it. 
over the years i have tried to shrink this image 
of me being a target, but to date i have had 
almost no success. it started to stick to me 
during my childhood, long before i knew what 
was happening. i remember an uncle, one i was 
hardly familiar with, on a hot summer day, 
while i was feeding bread to the fishes from the 
dock, giving me advice about women. even i 
knew that i was far too young a target for 
advice about women, but he was determined, and 
i showed my respect by listening attentively, 
all the while pulling tiny balls of bread from 
the loaves, throwing them to the fishes.
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i think i realized then what one of my roles 
in life would be: a helpless, quiet target
for advice. and like then, ultimately 
i calmly accept it now. not long ago 
someone advised me to buy ant traps, and 
i did.

OUR TOWN
the house on the corner was old, and every morning when 
i walked by, on my way to work, i'd see a woman sitting 
in the window with a chicken in her arms. this woman had 

unruly red hair, as though in all her life she 
had never combed it. the chicken was remarkably calm 
in her arms; rarely did it ever move. at first i 

thought the chicken was dead, stuffed, but then one day 
i saw its head twitch and i knew it wasn't dead but very 
much alive. i remember telling my wife that the chicken 
was indeed alive, only she had trouble believing this 
like everyone else, and she told me that it would be all 
but impossible to hold a live chicken that long without 
it stirring up a fuss and trying to get loose. also we 
all knew that the woman's family was extremely poor, and 
that if the chicken was alive then it was very strange it 
wasn't looked upon as food. and besides that, the 
country was at war again, being very prone to throwing 
itself into battle at the slightest provocation, and most 
of the chickens had been slaughtered already and canned 
and sent to the front. the idea that this woman in the 
old house on the corner might be sitting in the window 
with a real live chicken in her arms was unthinkable, if 
not treasonous, walking past her window i'd purposely 
whistle some sharp tune, in an attempt to make the 
chicken move. at this i was successful only once, and 
when i was the woman looked at me with disgust almost, 
as though i had been fresh and had whistled at her. 
rumor had it that there was a plot in the works to kill 
this woman, so that the chicken could be removed from her 
arms and prepared to be consumed by the boys in our brave 
troops. nothing like this came to fruition though, and 
the years went by and the woman and the chicken continued 
to remain as fixtures in the town, a town which could 
never get over its confusion and irritation concerning 
this. then one morning the woman appeared in the window 
alone, without the chicken, and the town, well, it just 
simmered with juicy speculation. no one dared ask 
the woman though, as she sat there, serene, like a 
portrait of a member of the royal family. we were, 
every one of us, intimidated by her, even as there was 
suspicion that she had been party to the eating of the 
bird. then shortly after this she started sitting in
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the window with a bowl on her lap, a fish bowl in which 
two goldfish swan endlessly about in monotonous patterns, 
but this new development didn't interest anyone: there 
was no mystery as to whether the fish were alive or not, 
and they certainly would not be a valuable source of 
nutrition and energy for our boys doing battle with an 
enemy who now seemed to be advancing on every side of us. 
it would take zillions of goldfish, we figured, to feed 
the troops; killing these two would be futile. in time 
people forgot about the woman with the unruly red hair, 
sitting there in the window with the fish bowl in her 
lap. some even stopped walking past the old house on 
the corner. most considered her insane. following 
her death, the goldfish grew old and died too. in the 
best tradition of the town they were bronzed, these 
goldfish, and they were sold to the enemy as good luck 
charms.

MY PRIZE POSSESSION
i take a skull of a dog and hang it up over the 
fireplace, right in the center, and there is nothing 
on the mantlepiece except a deck of cards which

hasn't been used for over half a year, at least, 
there's nothing on the walls either, since the chalky 

white appeals to me more than any of the paintings 
i own. the rest of the farmhouse is the same way. 

the walls are empty and white and there is not much 
furniture, and even in the cabinets there are only 

a few dishes and a can of beans and a bottle with 
hardly any olive oil left in it. in the bedroom 

where i sleep there is a futon on the floor, which 
georgette's brother gave us to use at one time as 
an extra bed, and when she left she didn't bother 

taking it with her. now it is my closest friend, 
the bedroom across the hallway has a laundry 

bag in it, with some roots hanging on the one 
wall, which i found one day years ago 

down by the stream when i was working 
at the motel, for those five years after my 

marriage to eileen ended. to say that i like 
to keep things simple is no big revelation, 
and it's easy to do here too, being that 

there is so much room, so many rooms, rooms 
on the first floor and then more rooms 

on the second floor. a lot of rooms for 
one guy. the rare visitor is always jealous, 

when i moved here i wasn't alone,
i was with g, but now circumstances 

have done what they've always done: 
they've changed, and the change has 

left me with many rooms.
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the skull of the dog i am very 
proud of. it Is my prize possession, 

i don't ask it any questions, 
and it doesn't ask me any. 
i'll keep it with me as i grow old. 

it will keep me company, 
i admire the teeth 
it has left.

—  Ronald Baatz 
Mt. Tremper NY

SNOWBALL
i drive home from work 
mid february
ten thousand essays graded 
in ten years of teaching 
thirty or forty thousand to go 
if i'm lucky
a lean gray haired man stops his walk
beside the retaining wall
beneath the luxury houses
behind the wintering driving range
where the assistant superintendent lives
with her pink Cadillac
to scoop a snowball
i speed off
maybe he wants
to throw it at my chevvie
which is as old as my dog
who is older than my mother
or will he wait for a truck
with an open window
we used to snowbomb busses
when we were new york kids
maybe a cop car
sending them searching
white streets for juvenile delinquents 
no telling what may happen 
when youth strikes old hearts

GENGHIS KHAN
genghis khan 
we secretly named him 
the anonymous infamous cook 
of yankee kitchen restaurant
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charges from the grill waving a butcher knife 
at customers who complain 
while we laugh
and to the last lick of grease 
eat our plates clean

—  Bill Rodriguez 
Madison WT

A MATTER OF POSTURING
i tell you that there are at least 
a thousand ways to sit in a hard- 
backed chair and you challenge me, 
ask me to demonstrate, but how 
can i make you understand?
it's not possible, seeing that i'm 
only one person and the chair has 
become too familiar for objectivity.

CHRISTMAS CARDS
one of my Chinese buddies 
complains about how hard it is 
to get Christmas cards in richmond 
that are written in Chinese.
i tell him that i've never
been able to find one
that does the buddha justice,
though you'd think
it wouldn't be a problem
with that flowing smile
and bowling ball gut of his.

CONTINUING ED
she thinks of me as a bum 
because i can't afford 
fashionable clothes 
and though i should 
get a job
i want to go back to school 
to get another master's degree
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though the paper they're 
printed on 
rolled stiff
and shoved up her tight ass 
wouldn't change her opinion 
one iota.

LIQUID DIET
oprah winfrey's 
fat again, cries 
on the TV that liquid 
diets simply won't 
keep off the weight.
hell, mine's worked for 
years —  can't eat more 
than a slice of white bread 
some days, don't want to 
on the others, with my 
hangover and all.

—  Eric Cash
Prestonsburg KY

THREE 1-LINE POEMS

how not to get directions in the Kensington section of 
Philadelphia
ask

middle age
nose hairs growing faster than the rest of me 

bisexual

a casual attitude toward the hole thing
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w.c. w.
who's that 
weird-looking 
old guy
with the tie 
in that picture 
up there? izzat
your grandfather 
or something? 
yes I say
good guess 
that's exactly 
who it is

—  Jim Cory
Philadelphia PA

THE YELLOW CAT 
Here's
my wife's yellow cat 
dozing
in front of the fire.
My wife is asleep 
upstairs
where I should be 
at this hour
but
there's still 
a puddle of wine 
left in the bottle 
& butt enough 
of a cigar 
left to suck on
& there's still a voice 
that says: "Speak."
Everyone wants something more 
but sometimes something more 
is something less:
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less wine 
less fire 
less time.
I'd given the cat 
a late snack, 
not because 
I'm fond of it 
but because 
that's what my wife 
would want me to do
so sometimes
we do things
for reasons
that aren't apparent.
The cat is content now: 
a yellow cat 
getting old,
while out on the bay
the cherry red eye
of a boat's running light
peers through the dark
of another hour
that's numbered
for both of us.

—  Richard M. West
Bainbridge Island WA

THE HISTORY OF BAIT

"Let your bait fall gently upon the water,” says Izaak 
Walton. Your fish should be scarcely aware his environ
ment has altered. What ho? he says, without the slightest 
sense of danger, turning to get a better look JESUS CHRIST 
ALMIGHTY A FAT DRAGONFLY GOBBLE-GOBBLE and that’s it. You 
got him.
Early baiters realized quickly the need for finesse. One 
does not simply plop bait down in front of the baitee. If 
the bait is delivered aggressively it is less attractive 
than if it appears passive and defenseless, (cf. The History 
of Advertising, The History of Education, The History of 
Sex)
The experienced baiter does not allow his own tastes and
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preferences to affect his choice and preparation of the 
bait. If stink-bait is called for, stink-bait it is.
When running a hook through your frog, says Walton, "use 
him as though you loved him." Humility, unobtrusiveness, 
and an almost pathological desire to please are character
istic of the successful baiter.
The ethics of baiting has been argued since the beginning 
of time. Some consider the practice low and degrading, 
some argue that it is immoral. It does not serve our 
purpose, in this brief history, to explore such issues. 
However, we may observe that anything which brings so 
much pleasure to so many inevitably will be viewed with 
suspicion.

THOUGHTS ON FLEAS (ADAM HAD 'EM)
Should anyone be so foolish as to doubt the existence of 
God, he must first examine the tiny world of the flea in 
all its marvelous complexity. Here, the Creator's Divine 
Hand has woven the mysterious tapestry so tightly that 
the Atheist is dumbfounded.
What mortal could have foreseen, in the Universal Plan, 
the need for a wingless, bloodsucking insect with extra
ordinary leaping ability? A need that would be shared 
by every plant and animal on the Earth? The need to be 
fed upon. So subtle, so pervasive that sometimes we see 
it as no need at all, but as a hindrance and irritation.
And the variety of our fleas is staggering. In addition 
to regular fleas, there are flea beetles, flea weevils, 
and even a fleahopper (kangaroo of the flea world).
Some suck blood and some eat plants. And some are plants.
We talk of fleas. When we have a message, we say we want 
"to put a flea" in someone's ear. We mean to say something 
to stick in a person's mind. We mean that our words will 
be like fleas that leap through the air, burrow in the ears, 
and lay their thought-larvae in the moist brain.
And yet, for all its nuisance, this flea, this bloodsucking 
parasite, is a vital part of the Universal Plan. With the 
Almighty's blessing, it eats and sleeps and leaves its 
children across the face of the Earth. It knows hard times 
after the cat has been to the vet to be dipped. Or the 
family has moved away and taken the dog. It has waited 
patiently alone in the empty house, deep in the carpet with 
growing desperation until, at last, the warm leg of a 
realtor passes overhead.
Sometimes, though, there are too many fleas. And then we
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must quickly take control. We must spray our houses and 
halls, and set off bombs in the places where they gather. 
We must dust their offspring to death and buy special 
soap to, sooner or later, wash them out of our hair.

DICK AND JANE TAKE A HOTEL HOLIDAY
"I must go to the City tomorrow," said Father, "and see 
a man about some business."
"Oh, please take us along too!” cried Dick and Jane.
"All right," said Father. "We shall ride the Train to 
the City and then we will stay at a Hotel."
"What is a Hotel?" asked Jane.
Father told her it was a big building with many, many 
rooms where all sorts of different people slept while 
they were visiting the City.
"Mother, have you ever been to a Hotel?" asked Dick.
"Yes," said Mother. "Father and I stayed in a Hotel for 
a few days after we were married. It was our honeymoon, 
and I don't believe I've had a more enlightening experi
ence since then."
"Who will take care of Spot and Puff?" asked Jane.
"Let them fend for themselves," said Father, suddenly 
angry. "We are going to the City to stay in a Hotel.
In my day, we didn't have pets. We didn't have food to 
waste. Animals had to fend for themselves."

* * *

Dick is worried. We can see worry lines on his smooth 
little brow. He does not understand why, ever since they 
left for the City, Father has been secretly passing money 
to strange men. First was the Negro with the red cap at 
the Train Station. Then, when they arrived in the City, 
Father passed money to another red-capped Negro. The taxi 
driver got money too. When they stopped at the Hotel and 
Father thought no one was looking, he gave the taxi driver 
a handful of coins just as he had the other men.
Who were these men that Father should give them money when 
Dick himself never had a crying dime? None of the men 
even said, "Thank you." They only stared at the money as 
if they too did not understand why Father had given it to 
them.
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The last to receive money was the strange old man who 
followed them all the way to their rooms to get his share.
"That man is called a bellboy," said Father.
"Is he a bellboy because he answers a bell? asked Dick.
"That is right," said Father.

* * *

In the morning, Jane asked Mother about the people in the 
room next door. All night long they had been jumping on 
the bed and making groaning sounds.
"Are people allowed to jump on the beds in a Hotel?" asked 
Jane.
"Certainly not," said Mother. "But sometimes naughty 
people come to the Hotel. Tonight we will listen to them 
together and, perhaps, we will report them to the Manager.
I will show you how to put a glass against the wall so 
that we will be able to hear them more clearly."
"Oh, look!" cried Jane. "See all of the doll soap in our 
bathroom."
"Yes," said Mother. "In the Hotel, cakes of soap are very 
small so that each person may have a fresh cake every day.
We should not like to find soap in our bathroom that some
one else had used, someone with Herpes or Aids, or some 
other foul disease."
Jane shivered and felt very sad. She was reminded that 
only last year Baby Sally had somehow gotten Aids and 
died from it. It had been horrible to watch Baby Sally 
waste away, and Jane had developed a terrible fear of the 
word Aids itself. One day, during an assignment at school, 
the teacher had asked the class if anyone would "like to 
give Jane a little aid," and she had run screaming from 
the room. Now, however, Jane had taught herself to change 
the subject whenever anything made her feel bad. She had 
watched Mother and learned how to sublimate all her feelings 
by becoming totally immersed in minute trivia.
"Oh! Oh! Oh!" she cried. "Look at all the fluffy, white 
towels. We never have this many towels in our bathroom 
at home."
"That is right," said Mother. "Having extra towels to use 
is one of the nice things about staying at the Hotel."
Father yelled from the other room, "Do you know why they
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will never find a cure for Aids? Because the scientists 
can't teach the white mice to butt-fuck!"
"How positively vile!" said Mother.
"Ha-Ha-Ha!" laughed Father. He slammed the door and went 
downstairs to the Bar.
Dick was chasing around the Lobby and had knocked over a 
potted plant.
"Behave yourself, Dick," said Father. "Or you will have 
to go upstairs with Mother and Jane. What in the hell is 
the matter with you anyway?"
"I am confused and upset," said Dick. "I am trying to 
learn from this Hotel experience because I know it is what 
a man must do, but there are many questions in my mind."
"Well, spit 'em out," said Father. "I don't have all day."
"Why did you give money to the bellboy?"
"I gave him a tip for carrying our bags, fifteen cents for 
each bag. That came to forty-five cents because we had 
three bags. That's the way you do it. I gave the bellboy 
fifty cents because it was easier than making change."
"Oh," said Dick. "The bellboy's coat and pants are too big 
and he looks much too old and strange to be a boy. He 
needs a shave."
"It is hard to get good help these days," said Father. 
"Noboby wants to earn an honest dollar anymore. The whole 
world is going to hell in a hand-basket."

* * *

Dick waited by the revolving door in the Lobby until he 
saw a man with a little suitcase just Dick's size. Mother 
and Jane were in their room, and Father was in the Bar.
Dick could hear him singing "My Wild Irish Rose."
As the man came through the revolving door, Dick walked 
briskly up to him and said, "Let me get that, sir." He 
reached for the man's suitcase just as he had seen the 
bellboy do.
The man looked somewhat peculiarly at Dick in his short 
pants and sailor cap, but he handed over his bag and follow- 
Dick to the desk. Then the man gave Dick a dollar bill.
Dick was so excited he wet himself. He went behind a pillar 
in the Lobby and stared at the dollar. A whole dollar!
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Suddenly, the dollar was snatched from his hand by the 
old bellboy who stuffed a rag in Dick's mouth, lifted 
him off his feet, and carried him to a smelly room in 
the Hotel basement.
"Oh! Oh! Oh!" cried Dick. He could feel peepee running 
down his leg into his socks.

* * *

Jane walked very fast up and down the corridors of the 
Hotel, looking for Mother. Where could Mother be? She 
had given Jane a whole purse of quarters and sent her to 
the Game Room. With her very first quarter Jane had won 
ten free games on "Prince Valiant and the Sex Maidens of 
Zimbabwe." But when she ran upstairs to tell Mother,
Mother was not in the room. Jane could hear the loud 
sounds again in the room next door. "Darling! Oh,
Darling! Oh!" cried a voice that sounded almost like 
Mother's. Jane put a water glass against the wall. It 
was Mother's voice, saying "Darling! Darling! Darling!" 
very fast, and she was jumping up and down on the bed, 
the very thing Jane herself would have gotten a spanking 
for.

* * *

Dick lay stark naked on his stomach in the bellboy's 
room. His little hands and feet were tied to a narrow, 
iron cot and things had been done to him that he did not 
have words for. (However, if Dick had an anatomically 
correct doll, he could easily show us what they were.)
Now the bellboy appeared to be very angry. He cursed 
and slobbered and waved his arms. "Cut in on my terri
tory will you? You little shit in a sailor suit ! I 
guess I taught you a lesson you won't forget, huh?"
Actually, Dick was trying very hard to forget, but his 
mind had gone all funny inside his head. The bellboy's 
room was dirty and trashy. Dick had been shocked to see 
the bellboy pee on a pile of papers. He wished Mother 
had been here to see that; then she would appreciate how 
neat and clean Dick's room always was. He wished Puff 
was here, too, so she could kill the big rat in the corner. 
Dear, sweet Puff. Dick felt sorry about the time he had 
hit her with the shovel.... And then Dick passed out.
When he awoke, he was sitting at the foot of the basement 
stairs with his little sailor suit on backwards.

* * *
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Jane returned to the Game Room and used up all her 
quarters on the video games. She was winning free games 
right and left, but she wasn't paying attention. Her 
little blue eyes had gone blank. There was no doubt that 
Mother had been jumping on the bed in the next room.
There had been someone else in the room too, someone who 
had said, "I'm coming!" Probably, it was Father. He and 
Mother had sneaked into the room next door so they could 
jump on the bed without setting a bad example for Dick 
and Jane. It was one of those things, Jane decided.
When she was bigger, she would go to the Hotel and jump 
on the bed too.
To calm herself, Jane went downstairs and examined the 
Hotel's furnishings. She picked up the silverware in the 
dining room and saw that it was not the best, nor were the 
china dishes something you would want to write home about, 
as Mother always said. Mother had taught Jane to notice 
such things and, at times like these, it was all very com
forting. Jane recognized linen when she saw it, and the 
tablecloths definitely were not linen.
Then she saw Dick sitting in the Lobby.
"Hello, Jane," said Dick. "Have you been having a good 
time at the Hotel?"
"Yes, I have had many new experiences," said Jane, smiling 
brightly.
"Me too," said Dick. "You would not believe the exciting 
new experience I had. When we go back to School, I will 
have many vivid details to put in my themes."
"That is a good idea, Dick," said Jane. "I'm not sure I 
want to write down all my vivid details, but I might 
some of them."
"So there you are!" cried Father and Mother. Father had 
on his funny face from the Bar, and Mother was smiling 
serenely. It was not often that Dick and Jane saw Mother 
smile.
"Check out time!" said Father.
"What does that mean?" asked Dick, fearfully.
Father went to the cashier's window and paid the bill.
The cashier rang for the bellboy who took their bags 
outside. The doorman helped put the bags in the taxi, and 
Father gave the doorman and bellboy each fifty cents.
The bellboy winked at Dick.
"Haven't we all had fun," said Mother.
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"You bet," said Father. "We will have to do this again."
Dick and Jane smiled brightly at each other, while their 
little hearts pounded in panic. They knew they would 
have many new adventures to look forward to.
Then thay all got in the bright yellow taxi. Away went 
the taxi to the Train Station. Their Hotel holiday was 
over.

—  Joseph Nicholson 
Lock Haven PA

HYENA
I don't need much. I eat what the others cannot stomach.
I partake only of the fallen. I am patient, I starve, and 
sitting back on my emaciated haunches, I watch them live 
their sleek, fat lives. When they die by the claw, the 
law of their own world, I sniff through the pickings. My 
poor head never rises above my shoulders. I am misshapen, 
ugly, a natural cringer. Think of me on my belly, servile, 
gratefully licking your hand until the clean bones are all 
that remain. My mourning sounds like laughter.

A MAN'S WIFE
Saul huddled against the baked potato. After being married 
to Clair for sixteen years he still didn't know if he loved 
her. Sometimes Saul wondered why he ever married a baked 
potato at all. She couldn't cook or clean, and no one 
would hire a potato nowadays. They lived in poverty, shun
ned by their neighbors, all alone in the world —  yet it 
wouldn't have bothered Saul if only he could be sure that 
she loved him, and that he loved her in return. Of course 
he knew that Clair could never tell him she loved him be
cause of her disability, but if only there was some way he 
could know how she felt. With a sign he settled deeper in 
the bed; he thought he felt the potato shift its weight. 
"The poor dear," he thought, "she must be having bad dreams 
—  forks and sour cream, I bet." He tucked the covers 
gently around the potato. A quiet smile came to his lips. 
"Perhaps," he thought, my mission in life is no more than 
to take care of my Clair." "My little potato," he said 
dreamily, and snuggled closer, and went to sleep.

—  Karen Kipp
Carbondale IL
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MEN ARE SO SHALLOW
she got too fat so 
he left her
then she found 
another man
one who understood 
her problem
one who loved her 
for herself
th
en
she got too fat so 
he left her

SO I’M NOT HANDY
the house painter 
is watching my wife 
take a bath.
it's okay, she says, 
he's a professional, 
this means nothing 
to him.
i run outside
and shake the ladder.
he yells down, it's 
your trim buddy, and 
i ain't doin' it over.

A PERFECT MOMENT
i was buying popcorn 
when my ex walked in 
with her pudgy balding boyfriend.
she gave me a smirky smile 
that said, oh, how sad, Dan's 
at the movies all alone.
then this very lovely, barely 
legal, girl, came out of 
the LADIES and took my arm.
i whispered something to her, 
she looked up and said, "you 
were married to that?"

—  Dan Nielsen 
Racine WI
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stands
pert
in
defiance

—  Alan P. Akmakjian 
Cupertino CA

SPLIT
between the amaryllis catching a shaft 
of sunlight under a canopy of trees
and the cut flower in a vase with leaves 
decorating a table —  I would let it stay
in the sun even as sunlight moves away 
from its darkening yellow but a friend clips
the stem at its base and takes it twirling with 
him home to his kitchen table and a wife
I too could love —  in fact I loved his wife 
last night despite the children scrambling
to catch us in the act and I did not bring 
flowers for her although what she offers us
is a kind of flower —  she wants both of us 
at the same time and I gently tell her no
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for the same reason I left the bloom alone 
knowing that this blossoming would not last.

THEY DANCE
and that means she leads with her left foot
then says talk to me and of course he 
never knows what t o  say as her shoe
shifts a little to make him stumble
but he catches himself and plants both 
feet against the dance so he can speak
to tell her he doesn't understand
why she so often lands on his toe 
and when he winces she says you don't
love me enough but he tells her he
does everything he can as she spins 
out of the way of his reaching hand
let's do it again she says and smiles
but he cannot dance when dance is 
trying to anticipate her moves.

William Weitz
Houston TX

MALAISEVILLE
RADIO LADYwent to

two thrift stores with a
bought a book voice like that 

she must beat each one 
got same 

bus driver 
returning can't help entertaining

too juvenile for 
me but one

the possibilities

Les Cammer
Santa Barbara CA
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John Levin's

SCREEN KISSES

are about as sexy as your average belch
nothing comes across except mechanics
one notable exception
would be Ms Bankhead in Lifeboat
42 at the time
she kisses William Bendix
she kisses John Hodiak
she is no longer a young woman
but there is something
in those two kisses
that neither time
nor Hollywood convention
could possibly contain
you can taste them
almost 50 years later
that my friend is art

The Price of Admission
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CHABROL ON VIDEO THE REAL DRAMA OUTSIDE THE WINDOW
Orson Wells in color 
wearing one of his fake noses 
out front
a guy keeps pulling on the handle 
of a white car
he walks around to the other door
& pulls rapidly on that handle
then he goes to the rear
& pulls on the trunk handle
round & round & round
Tony Perkins has learned
that his real parents are dead
outside that guy is still pulling
on those handles
he peers into the windows
round & round & round
a woman from the apartment next door
brings her trash down
the barrels are lined up by the white car
as she approaches
the guy crosses the street
& walks away
despite a good cast
Chabrol was upstaged by an unknown

IT'S THIS OR UNEMPLOYMENT
the pay is bird shit
the stress comes in heavy doses
having tried just about everything
on the general help page
I'm close to being unemployable
it was the last job of the day
she wasn't where she was supposed to be
I was about to circle again
when I spotted her
rather than go around the circular drive again 
I decided to back out
knocking over a metal newspaper box in the process
I then had to hook a U turn on a busy street
she loaded a bunch of clanking trash bags
onto the back seat
running her mouth a mile a minute
since the dispatcher asks all customers
their destinations
passengers assume that we're told too 
which isn't the case 
so I cut in
attempting to ascertain where we're going
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she's complicating the process 
I have 15 minutes 
to get her there 
gas up
& return the cab for the night man 
the meter's on
I try to get a coherent answer 
she doesn't like my tone I guess 
out she goes with her clanking bags 
the end of another perfect day

45
at that age
Hemingway was liberating France 
Céline had 2 major novels out 
Bukowski was consolidating
Sinatra was forming his own record company
Bogart was making To Have & Have Not
my father lost everything he had
my mother sat in divorce court
I just can't stop
pounding on these keys
turning out words
for a few crumbs of encouragement

I DIDN'T KNOW
it was all new to me 
there was the ad
12 famous writers all grouped together 
they had made it 
I hadn't read any of them 
but that didn't matter 
all I had to do
was send them a sample of my writing
they'd let me know
if I had potential
I filled out the application
& sent one of my poems
a couple of weeks later
I heard from them
they could see my potential
once I had completed the correspondence
course
there'd be nothing 
standing in my way 
the course was only $600 
I didn't send them any money
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in fact
I was no longer interested
a couple of weeks later
the bell rang
I wasn't expecting anyone
a gray haired guy came up the stairs
full of false cheeriness
I didn't like him
he asked if he could sit down
I listened to his pitch
he asked me for some water
a little annoyed that he had to ask for it
he referred to writers as "scribblers"
that was another turnoff
I was only 22 at the time
he probably thought
that he could overwhelm me
with his seniority
but it was evident
that he was no writer
just a rather cranky salesman
my decided lack of interest
only made him press even harder
he must've really needed a sale
the contract was turned in my direction
he had taken a pen with black ink
& made a star
over & over on the same spot
it looked ugly & desperate
I was supposed to sign on the line
where he had inked in that star
both his hands were across the table
clenched in fists
I didn't sign
& he wasn't any happier
the school later received
some bad publicity
& quietly disappeared
that salesman probably
scarred every member of his family
for life

"FAMILY VALUES"
leave it to a politician 
to corrupt the language 
with a built-in abstraction 
what does it really mean? 
mom n pop n the kids 
sitting in front of the set 
watching 101 Dalmations?
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I don't think so
it's just a phrase
like Warren Harding's
"return to normalcy"
the right emotion for the-right era
aimed straight at your heart
& about as meaningful
as any other commercial message

FOR A FUNCTIONING BRAIN
I pick up a bookmark 
they’re all over the place 
this one
has some writing on the back in red ink 
there is no liberty without leisure 
no quotes around it 
damn
did I say that? 
doesn't sound like me 
but shit
the statement has merit 
wouldn't you say?

A FATHER & SON MOMENT

we came together on the subject of music
he loved Duke Ellington
Duke's son Mercer was mentioned
my father quickly dismissed him as a nonentity
I mentioned a fine standard
that had been written by him
Things Ain't What They Used To Be
my father was unfamiliar with the tune
& didn't want to know how it went

4 AMERICAN CARS
being 18 & impulsive 
I gave the guy 90 bucks 
& drove the black '52 Buick off the lot 
later I remembered
that the car didn't HAVE a display price
just 2 zeroes on the windshield
make your own offer
the guy must've been happy with me
that white '57 Fairlane was the best
a real classic
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only cost me $400 
& worth so much more 
my mother sold it when I enlisted 
upon discharge
my father gave me his white '66 Ambassador
not exactly a happening car
for a young man
it immediately broke down
enroute from NY to Boston
I managed to limp the rest of the way
at 15 mph
I sold it for a very low price 
& never told my father 
the exact figure
the last one was beaten up & blue 
a '68 Coronet wagon 
it came in handy
when I worked at a halfway house 
it functioned for a few months 
I realized eventually
that cars were something I could do without

"WHO WANTS TO BE A GARDENER OR A TAXI DRIVER?"
—  Charles Bukowski from the novel Hollywood

sometimes these things can't be helped
for a variety of reasons
money must come in from somewhere
I sublease from a friend
fleet driving ended with Reagan
we've both been doing this much longer
than originally planned
this week he took a guy to Worcester
a $95 job
the passenger was apparently a fireman 
involved in union work 
when they got to Worcester
he told my friend to see so & so back in Brookline 
so & so was a union official 
who would pay him
the whole process took five hours
the union official knew nothing about it
it was all a scam
we're told to ask for the money up front 
but that usually leaves a bad taste 
passengers take it personally sometimes 
so who wants to be a cabdriver?
I don't know
who needs money would be more to the point
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A MINOR VICTORY AT BEST
she always claimed there was nothing worse 
than a liar
her father's ridiculous whoppers 
had shamed her more than once
her second husband also played with the truth 
which seemed to amuse her 
her stories tended to be long & elaborate 
hard to verify
one of them involved John Garfield's death 
in a NY hotel room
her room had been on the same floor 
firemen outside his room 
had furnished her with all the details 
years later
looking thru a book about Garfield 
I spotted a photo of the APARTMENT bldg 
where he had died 
proof at last
I offered to show her the picture 
but she didn't want to see it

A SECOND VIEWING
I hadn't seen it in 20 years
the film is rarely shown around here
the only image I could remember
was a man buried up to his neck in sand
with 3 men on horses charging him
it was a bad day for my girlfriend
normally so cheerful & upbeat
she was sullen & withdrawn
after 90 minutes of Viva La Muerte
you see a man in the barber's chair
being bled
a school boy eating an insect sandwich 
a cow's throat being slit 
various forms of torture
a boy's father turned over to the authorities
by his own wife
it's all in color
Arrabal doesn't play
why should he?
with Spain's fierce history
you'd hardly expect him to be
sitting around
watching Alf
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THE DEATH OF JOHN WAYNE
cops legionnaires & authoritarians everywhere 
dropped a few tears in their beer 
he had become an authority 
on what was American & what wasn't 
for instance
the expropriation of the American Indian 
was ok with him
because they were selfishly trying to keep 
this nation for themselves 
that's what he said
he was responsible for many talented people 
within the film industry 
losing their jobs & reputations 
it was at that point
he began turning up on the top-ten list 
of popular actors with monotonous regularity 
he was the producer
when an early '50s stinko was released
with the title Big Jim McLain
in honor of Tailgunner Joe
he was in films almost 20 years
before he finally showed some acting ability
a film called Red River

THANKS FOR THE FANTASY
The Herald has better horoscopes 
than The Globe
in both cases it's usually so general 
that it's meaningless 
but today in The Herald
the second part of my horoscope went like this

"In fact, it is possible that you will soon 
be in a position to take what has heretofore 
been a hobby or pastime and make it a money
earning endeavor."

ok
I'm certainly ready for that 
although I’ve been vicious 
with Scott Meredith in the past 
who the hell wants an agent 
in this bird crumb profession? 
still
I'm not adverse to the idea
of removing my restless butt
from the broken down front seat of a cab
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CERVANTES ORDERS A CERVEZA
he knew how to do it 
in Castilian
"thervethah con gathiotha” 
it was a very hot day
the beer & mineral water went down well 
it gave him time 
to reflect about his place 
in world lit
right between Céline & Defoe 
all 3 into male bonding
before it all turned into the buddy picture 
another beer Mike?

I THOUGHT IT WAS MY BIG SHOT
we were working at The Flamingo Lodge 
in the Everglades 
4 hours a day 
free room & board
it was the dinner meal from 5 to 9 
there were 8 or 9 stations 
we were rotated every night 
I kept getting this one family 
no matter what station I worked 
they always had wine with their meal 
I wasn't so good at opening bottles then 
they took my fumbling with good cheer 
it was Louis Auchincloss & his family 
I'd never heard of him
his wife asked me to send her some of my work 
she wrote out their Park Avenue address 
she read me 
I read her husband 
end of story

THE MEDICAL MIND IN ACTION

my doctor resembles Alan Bates 
he has a beard 
& does his best 
to simulate sensitivity
he was 25 minutes late for our appointment
I had brought along
one of my contributors' copies
just for him
it was a mistake
watching him gush & goo & patronize
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he couldn't shut up about it 
I walked out of there 
convinced
that one must take great care 
when deciding
just WHO should be allowed to read poetry

WISDOM HAS BECOME A WELTER OF GENERALIZATIONS
we toss around millions 
of people
on the end of our tongues 
that's the price 
of armchair omnipotence 
we're bludgeoned with images 
of disarray
local news amounts to local crime time 
you'd think there's nothing else 
but horror 
& yet
day after day
on the streets of metropolitan Boston
I see people quietly going about
their business
or clogging the streets
by the thousands
as they Walk For Hunger
Run For Real Estate
or Bike For Buicks
absurdity & madness
the twin pillars of our age

ONE OF THOSE MOODS THAT CAN LAST FOR YEARS 

I've gone thru times
when I've given money to any jackoff
with a sad story
that includes Oxfam
Disabled Vets
lung disease
these days I pass
countless people on the streets
working their posts
waiting for fresh sympathy
today was Harvard commencement
caps & gowns clog the streets
the street people line the benches
I average about $5000 a year
without health coverage
why in the hell should I feel guilty
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about street people?
Harvard students can't afford to tip 
until they graduate 
street people & Harvard students 
want the same thing
the students are just a little more 
disgusting about it

THE PRESIDENT
black is such an inaccurate word 
like negro was before it 
you had red hair & green eyes 
but you were a nigger all the same 
to them honkies
who turned your stint in the Army 
into something unspeakable 
you'd be 83 today 
conditional tense of course 
because you were only 49 
when the end came
you were one of the greatest tenor men 
of all time
your imitators walked away with the bread 
while you sat at the window drinking gin 
& listening to Sinatra 
Lester Young
you were too gentle for this planet 
happy birthday anyway

OUT BACK
there are a number of parking lots
two houses with backyards
& of course a back street or two
it's quiet now
every day two trucks idle
on one of the back streets
it's a loud droning sound
sort of like a chainsaw
it's been going on for months
this is the car theft capital
out back late at night
someone's car alarm will kick in for hours 
during the day
a little girl in one of those houses 
screams as though she were being tortured 
maybe that's what's happening 
at 5:30 or 6 in the morning 
someone honks repeatedly
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that's usually followed by
an animated conversation
between 2 women
as though it were high noon
there are cats & raccoons & squirrels
back there
sometimes they clash
one tenant likes to warm up his engine
early in the morning
the fumes & sounds come right thru
our bedroom window
sleep around here
is strictly hit or miss

M D
I was blocking a driveway for just a second 
while I ran into the apartment hallway 
in search of my passengers 
I never made it
someone was already honking to get into the driveway
there was nowhere else to go
except into that driveway
he followed me in & parked
got out of his car
& walked into the house
now I’M stuck in his yard
my passenger next door waiting
a few minutes later he emerged with wife
they got into the car & left
I cancelled the call to the cops
to have him towed from his own driveway
the guy never said a word to me
he had one of those Uncle Eph beards
an M D designation on his plate
made me wonder how he treated his patients

I UNDERSTAND THE QUESTION NOW
women want love 
men want respect 
kids want attention 
most people want lots of money 
animals want people to stay away 
pets want people to never leave 
plants want water 
& on it goes
this guy who used to live with us 
until he died 
at the age of 25
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had been deprived
most of his life
it made him old or wise or both
before his time
he would set you up
by asking if you wanted- something
that he knew
was important to you
after you gave your assent
he would smile & ask
"How does it feel to want?"

ONE FINE PERSON
we rarely fight
& when we do
I generally start it
she's very tactful & loving
not surprisingly
people tend to like her
good things almost always come her way
by contrast
I'm an irritable prick
who has brought her to tears a few times 
she's clearly the better person 
I'm trying my damndest to catch up

LET'S CUT THE ROMANTIC NONSENSE ABOUT BOGART
Louise Brooks knew him
when he was Humphrey
on the New York stage
she also knew him
when he was cultivating
his Bogie image for the Hollywood press
prior to High Sierra
his first successful role
he made many films
no trace of BOGIE in any of them
it took the screenwriting
of John Huston
& the direction of Raoul Walsh to set it up
although his last wife was Jewish
he didn't cancel his membership
at the Westside Golf Course
although the club was antisemetic
when HUAC began investigating
the film industry for communists
Bogart & other actors flew to Washington
to register their protest
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when his own career appeared to be on 
the line
he quickly recanted
it seems to be getting harder & harder 
for people to separate 
fantasy from reality
that's how Ronald Reagan became president 
we're always ripe 
for a new clipping

GEORGE C
that wonderfully austere face 
his signature smirk 
mouth closed 
corners up
it's over in a quarter of a second 
just long enough 
to express his displeasure 
with whoever
happens to be in his face
he's been photographed beautifully just once 
to my knowledge
in a forgettable film called Petulia 
to really see him do his best work:
Anatomy of a Murder
The Hustler
Dr Strangelove
The Hospital
They Might Be Giants
it's only a fist's worth admittedly
spread out over a dozen years
time well spent for an appreciative viewer

RANDY HAS BEEN OVERLOOKED 
a pity really
his westerns have a subtlety & maturity
that are lacking
in most of the Duke's movies
it's the difference
between exaggeration (boyhood)
and knowingness (manhood)
Randy stayed lean 
Wayne did not 
just another point
that underlines their respective styles
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OPENING THAT BOX 6 DAYS A WEEK
if it's empty
I'll want a joint or a drink
a new record
maybe some videos
something to eat
when there's something in there
an acceptance or rejection
a fan letter
contributor copies
junk mail
begging mail
I'll still want a joint or a drink 
on those days that it remains empty 
laudanum wouldn't be strong enough 
to wipe away ray isolation

BACK TO WORK
it's an amorphous situation 
by that I mean 
it's wide open
sure you have to worry about spelling
editor's quirks
whether or not you’ll be read
and/or remembered
sometime in the next century
that's to be expected
the main thing though
is to get it right

IT'S SO EASY 
simply start
your day with a plaque free smile
enjoy your mountain grown coffee
with the paper
& the daily murders
you'll know what the scores were
try finding one movie
that trashes sports
business or acquisitions
if you do find one
it won't be an American product
free speech is ok here
unless you're an effective dissenter
in which case
your name will just drop
right out of sight
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THAT FIRST GUN
I was sick in the hospital 
for about a month 
in & out of a coma 
they called it virus x 
one of those epidemics 
that was killing toddlers 
high temperature 
dehydration 
history
my mother brought me a gun 
it was dark in the hospital room 
I aimed it at the wall & squeezed 
a cartoon in color!
I kept right on squeezing 
it was quite a gun
years later I was trained with the 38 
it was very loud 
had a recoil
nowhere near as much fun

HERE’S HOPING
I made 25 phone calls
distributed leaflets
slid poll cards under doors
typed up lists of pro rent control pols
put a lawn sign out front
tomorrow I'll stand
at the polls with a sign
for a couple of hours
I'll be voting too of course
we go thru this every 2 years
the opposition changes tactics
but the goal is always the same
Cambridge is the only city left
with rent control
Brookline - Somerville - Boston
have all lost it
during the Reagan years
the man being honored
by Nixon Ford & Bush
as his library opens
what a joke
Louis L'Amour allegedly turns him on 
I doubt if anything 
commands that man's interest 
except for money
& those who amass quantities of it
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MDD - RIP
whenever you turned up 
in this town 
I was there 
for most of my life 
your music was there 
energetic & flamboyant 
just like you
when you walked into the men's room
at the Jazz Workshop
patting your hair & smiling
just the two of us
my big chance
you even borrowed my comb
my mind was a blank
except to ask you to play a tune
that you had left behind years before
ah well
I was only 23
& still looking outside myself for wisdom 
you gave me hope 
& some of your energy 
I really dug your bad self 
you'll always be one of my main men 
bye bye Miles

SNEAK ATTACK

the old man kept bugging me 
to fly down to Florida 
& see his new house 
I don't make much 
finally in January
there was a round-trip deal I could afford
he and his wife picked me up
at Tampa International
I sat up front with him
we hadn't left the airport
when he hit me
with a one liner
that knocked me on my ass
"When I die, you'll get nothing."
I didn't know then that he had cancer 
my sister didn't bother telling me 
until a couple of years later
1 just sat there stunned
2 1/2 years later
I was down there again 
this time to help 
my stepmother & sister 
with my dying father
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by then I didn't much care 
for any of them
he received excellent care from us 
true to his word 
I got nothing
except his skill with the written word

MY TWIN BROTHER ON THE WEST COAST 
he's 26 years older
we come from different parents/backgrounds
he's an only child
I'm a "pseudo only child"
our respective fathers were
combination pricks/assholes
I doubt if our mothers would've
crossed paths
mine is very macho
Vegas mobsters nightclubs
big time swearing
what can I say?
her father wanted a son - she obliged
getting back to my twin 
all we really share is an attitude 
a way of keeping severe distance 
from the mainstream 
I didn’t pick it up from him 
"Don't be anti-social, Johnny.” 
eat shit 
it's good
to find someone on this planet
sort of like yourself
this is as close as I'll ever get
to ever letting him know about his bro
back east

CLASS
I was failing English
in my freshman year of high school
it was a frantic time in my life
my mother stepped in
got me the very best of tutors
the former head of the English Department
an old yankee
we diagrammed sentences
broke it all down
she asked me why
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every step of the way 
turned me on to Emerson 
especially Compensation 
& Self-Reliance 
I was back in town 
when she died
but it was a private affair

WOMEN CONTINUE TO GRACE US
despite our myriad failings
they still give us a break
play it straight too
even though they laugh at us
when they get together
they're on to something
it's they who perpetuate the species
& don't forget it Jack
we can't bear their superiority
do what we can
to deny it
they finally got their chance in 1920 
to be included in the voting process 
remember
they were the majority 
in that election 
Harding vs Cox
it was the vacuous but handsome Warren G 
running against a less glamorous man 
of substance
the fact that an airhead won
only proves that women are just as capable
at blundering as men have always been

BABY BABY BABY
I saw you in the neighborhood
back in '78
you married that year
a Japanese drummer
who made you very unhappy
for a long time
there I was around the corner
but you didn't catch on to me
until 10 years later
when you got on my bus
we're both a hell of a lot happier
as we ease into year number 4
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A CHARLES LAUGHTON DAY
after driving a cab for 5 1/2 hours
I cooled out with Charles
caught his version
of the Javert role
found it very satisfying
a little while later
I headed for Looney Tunes
a used record store on Mass Ave
where I had seen a double album
of Charles telling stories & reading
for an audience
it was $9.99
& worth it
he delighted me
when I was a kid
his cranky barrister
in Witness For The Prosecution
was just too much
he was endearing as The Canterville Ghost 
as well
those two roles stayed with me 
I've been checking him out lately 
a lot of it has been some dull shit 
you can't escape that in any art form 
especially the one that's presently 
engaging your attention

WHERE ART & LIFE MEET
so very silly of me 
to believe
that immersion in the former 
would smooth out 
the infinite kinks 
of the latter

—  John Levin 
Cambridge MA
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GOOD BREEDING WILL OUT
"you got your hair cut!" they say. 
almost everyone says,
"you got you hair cut!"
my friends don't bother. they know
that for years i've gone in every
four months, whether i need it or not,
to some barber who, for ten bucks or less,
will cut my hair, beard, and especially mustache
back to just about nothing.
then i let it all start growing out again.
paying no heed to it,
owning neither brush or comb,
washing it daily,
but otherwise oblivious, and, one
hopes, concentrating on more important things.
there are always a few who, 
knowing neither me nor academic life, 
at least in long beach, 
very well,
conjecture that i've been ordered, 
presumably by some vice-president of decorum, 
to have my leontine locks castrated:
samson longbeachistes.
nah, it's just that i've always felt 
a gentleman should be willing to 
blow at least thirty bucks a year
on good grooming.

DICKENS DICKINSON MELVILLE HARDY HUGO
i read a reviewer who says, "a case, of 
course, can be made that those who write 
least, write best."
i suppose he has poets like philip larkin 
in mind ... and larkin wrote some fine 
poems ... before ceasing to write poems 
at all, eight years before his death.
which leads to the corollary: "the 
perfect poet is he who writes nothing." 
valery might have approved of this, 
in his own way, and leonardo in his,
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but it is also calculated to appeal to 
the least fertile undergraduate or 
coffee house poseur.
it's a logically compelling argument, 
this appeal to perfectionism; 
the only defense i can offer is a 
listing of names:
chaucer, Shakespeare, milton, wordsworth, 
tennyson, browning, yeats,
for starters.
the poete maudit might notice that 
les fleurs de mal is not a particularly 
slim volume of verse.
in other words, from the venerable 
bede to Charles bukowski, 
barring early death or other such 
impediments, real writers have always 
tended to write quite a lot.

HER FINEST QUARTER-HOUR
i was always crazy about jodie foster 
although i kind of quit saying much about 
it after hinckley's letters entered the 
public domain,
but she was on night watch the other 
morning with Charley rose, who is 
usually one of the better interviewers,
and this time he kept insisting on asking 
her to discuss the hinckley experience, 
even though it was clear they had agreed 
in advance that it would not be discussed.
twice she told him they'd have to move 
on: then finally she said,
"i'm afraid if you ask me that question 
one more time i'm going to have to do 
something that will embarrass you, 
like walking out of here."
"no, don't do that!” he said.
dear god, i pray for strength to 
conduct myself with the selfsame
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composure of that (to me still) little 
girl if i am ever subjected to such a 
professional level of interrogation.

PROBABLY
the cabbie from the Oakland airport to 
emeryville is a skinny oldtimer who 
loves magic johnson and drives like he's 
operating one of those video machines 
where you can total-out three times 
before they even begin to subtract 
serious points.
"what brings you to emeryville, of 
all places?" he asks.
"it's kind of hard to explain," i tell 
him, "but it's a form of moonlighting, 
i teach college and i come up here 
to grade essays for a testing service."
"do they pay you?"
"a little."
"do they cover your air fare and 
expenses?"
"yes."
"where they put you up?"
"the durant."

"shee-it, son, thass a nice hotel, 
now you see why yo' mama made 
you finish school?"

HOW TOAD IMPROVED UPON HANSEL AND GRETEL 
poisoned breadcrumbs.

—  Gerald Locklin 
Long Beach CA
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DEAR MR. CHINASKI:
I get letters in the mail telling me that 
I'm the best writer around.
I suppose that many writers get letters 
like this.
maybe we can exchange them.
I mean, say you're a writer:
I'll give you this 21 year old sex pot 
in Canada
for a 25 year old sex pot in 
Pasadena.
then I have this fellow in a Texas 
madhouse.
what will you offer me for this 
one?
I've got another who mails me 
liquors
sez I'm better than Henry Miller 
was.
I need something good for this 
one,
maybe a 17 year old highschool 
female
cheer leader.
the fan mail's not all that
heavy, maybe 4 or 5 letters a
week but
the problem is
in answering them.
I've found that when I answer they 
answer again and
I'm doing nothing but typing letters 
replying to their letters 
and all this was not my idea when I 
began writing.
what the idea was, I'm not sure 
but I'm sure it wasn't to sit about 
answering letters.
I don't want to be a snob but I'd 
prefer to be typing something 
else.
I wonder how, for instance, Norman 
Mailer handles his volumes of 
mail?
I haven't an idea of what he does or 
doesn't do ...
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I'd write and ask him but I'm 
not a 
fan.

OUR CURIOUS POSITION
Saroyan on his deathbed said, 
"I thought I would never die..
I know what he meant:
I think of myself forever 
rolling a cart through a 
supermarket
looking for onions, potatoes 
and bread
while watching the misshapen
and droll ladies pushby.
I think of myself forever 
driving the freeway 
looking through a dirty 
windshield with the radio on 
to something I don't want 
to hear.
I think of myself forever 
tilted back in a 
dentist's chair 
mouth
propped open 
musing that 
I'm in
Who's Who in America.
I think of myself forever 
in a room with a depressed 
and unhappy woman.
I think of myself forever 
in the bathtub 
farting underwater 
watching the bubbles 
and feeling proud 
of that immense stink 
which arises.
but dead, no ...
blood pin-pointing out of
the nostrils,
my head cracking across
the desk
my fingers grabbing at 
dark space ... 
impossible ....
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I think of myself forever
sitting upon the edge
of the bed
in my shorts with
toenail clippers
cracking off
huge and ugly chunks
of nail
as I smile
in victory
while my white cat
sits in the window
looking out over the
town
as the telephone 
rings ...
in between the
punctuating
agonies
life is such a 
gentle habit,
I understand what
Saroyan
meant:
I think of myself forever 
walking down the 
stairs
opening the door 
walking down to the 
mailbox
and finding all that
advertising
which
I don't believe 
either.

SHE GOES FOR THE SPIN-OFF
she comes rushing in 
excited.
"guess what?" she asks.
"gee, I dunno..." I say.
"I'm going to see this punk band, 
the lead guy named himself after 
you, he calls himself Chuck 
Dukowski!"
"oh yeah?"
she rushes about preparing herself 
for the evening.
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"bye!" she hollers up the 
stairway.
"bye, bye!” I holler back 
down.
the door slams, I listen to her 
car start, back out the driveway, 
then I'm alone 
again.

—  Charles Bukowski 
San Pedro CA
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